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Optiwood Biomass Boiler Monitoring and Assessment
of Site Operating Efficiencies, Recommendations and Action Plan
Late 2018 start to early 2020
Introduction
This is a 450kW Gilles wood chip boiler system fuelled via twin hook bins. It was
installed in 2010 and was accredited under the RHI in 2013. It has no buffer tank but
heats a school-community swimming pool plus school buildings. There are also 3 x
140kW gas boilers.

Location of
Boiler Room and
Hook Bins

Gilles 450kW boiler. Ash being removed from the combustion hearth; Heat
Exchanger with Auto Cleaning via Compressor above
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Hook Bin Fuel Silos
The biomass boiler is designed to take the lead load, with the gas fired boilers making
up any shortfall or take over if the biomass boiler fails and during servicing. Early
problems with the system have been managed, mainly by the attention to detail of the
operating conditions by the Operator and his out-sourcing of good quality service
personnel to allow the biomass boiler to provide a reliable and useful contribution to
the Academy in terms of heating and RHI revenue.

Low Loss header system

Data Monitoring System

Optiwood Results and Actions
Data Collection:The biomass boiler control panel already has a facility to store a large number of
biomass boiler operating parameters and the data has been collected for use by SEWF
to provide detailed weekly / monthly graphical information. In early 2020 due to the
age of the computer and the XP software the client was unable to secure further data.
They are working with the Gilles distributer to resolve this issue.
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Results from Data Logging
This has demonstrated good performance of the boiler as shown by running hours,
routine, boiler and flue temps and flue content O2 levels. There is a good pattern of
flow and return temperatures on a weekly basis.
Biomass Boiler Flow and Return Temperatures (1 week duration)

Combustion Hearth Temperatures (blue) and Flue Temperatures (orange)

Oxygen Levels in Flue and Stoker / fuel insertion signal
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Comparison between a) medium heating load – i.e. light school load and
swimming pool (first graph below) with b) heavy load needing some back-up
heat from gas boilers (second graph below)

In the graph above, which has a large school load plus swimming pool load, the data
shows an increased temperature differential and temperature variation.
Overall Boiler System Efficiency
Estimated efficiency prior to 2017-18 – 65-70%
Late 2017 to late 2018 - 75% +/-5%
Early 2019 to September 2019 – 77% (74% efficiency in summer period)
October 2018-January 2020 – 82% +/-5%
Targeted Efficiency – 2020 after improvements – 80% +/-3%
Action Points
 We found evidence of small water leaks into fuel auger (see photo below) –
when it rains this leads to significant clinkering of the ash in the boiler and
down-time. A technical solution was proposed to exclude moisture in future
(see lower photo below)
 Greater accuracy of Moisture Content (MC) for fuel provided by SEWF
through more frequent moisture measuring (done)
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Water ingress
into wood chip
auger here

Fuel Auger at end of hook bins taking fuel to boiler –
water ingress at point indicated

Flexible Cover fitted to prevent water ingress into the auger and fuel
Conclusions from Data Monitoring and Wider Technical Assessments
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After a number of previous problems and difficulties from 2016 to early 2018,
the biomass boiler system is running well. This is reflected in the overall
system efficiency, the characteristics of the ash being produced, the pattern of
boiler use, and the data outputs including boiler outputs.
The boiler efficiency in early 2018 was estimated at c.77% (+/-8%). Further
refinement of the moisture content data, through on-site testing by a moisture
meter for greater accuracy, reduced the error bars down to +/-5%
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Continued efficiency measurements from late 2018 to late 2019 have shown a
fairly consistent 77% efficiency in the main heating season, and a slightly
lower efficiency at 74% during the late Spring through early autumn period.
During the last period measured – October 2019 through January 2020 the
efficiency was higher at 82% but this is within the error bar of +/-5%.
There is evidence of water ingress into the main auger taking wood chip from
the Hook Bin containers into the boiler room. Driving rain in a certain
direction was allowing water to pass through into the chip below causing
clinkering and a need to switch the boiler off, cool it down and rake out. This
will lose an estimated 2-3 days of operation throughout the year and a modest
drop in efficiency.
The Pilot Project shows the benefits of a knowledgeable and pro-active
Operator who was interested in the boiler system

TECHNICAL DATA OUTPUT FROM OPTIWOOD MONITORING
PROGRAMME
The Ringmer boiler system already has data monitoring equipment included as part of
the biomass boiler sold to the client. After an extended period of collecting data from
the computer we analysed the data and reviewed this over both month long periods
and shorter periods (one week duration).
The monitoring system measures the biomass boiler flue oxygen content, boiler flue
temperature, boiler combustion under-pressure and combustion temperatures, boiler
flow and return temperatures, ambient temperature and humidity, and the flow and
return water temperatures of the heating circuit to the main building. This is
summarised in the Figure shown below.
The purpose of the monitoring system equipment is to assess how well the boiler
system is operating in terms of combustion efficiency, day to day operation, overall
efficiency and the temperatures sent out into the downstream heating network.
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